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IF we want to understand violence as a whole, we cannot leave any
of its major manifestations in a fog of half-knowledge. But this
is exactly what bas happened with an unprecedented occurrence
of mass violence, tile deliherate killing of large numbers of mental
patients, for which psychiatrists were directly responsible. To
both the general puhlic and the psychiatric profession, the details
and the background are still imperfectly known. This is not only
a chapter in the history of violence; it is also a chapter in the
history of psychiatry. Silence does not wipe it out, minimizing
it does not expunge it. It must be faced. We must try to understand
and resolve it.
It should be kept in mind at the outset that it is a great achievement of psychiatry to have brought about the scientific and humane
treatment of mental patients after centuries of struggles against
great obstacles. In this progress, as is universally acknowledged,
German psychiatrists played a promincnt part. And German public
psychiatric hospitals had been among the best and most humane
in the world.
In the latter part of 1939, four men, in the presence of a whole
group of physicians and an expert chemist, were purposely killed
(with carbon monoxide gas). They had done nothing wrong, had
caused no disturbance, and were trusting and cooperative. They
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werc ordinary mental patients of a statc psychiatric hnspital which
wa~r should have been-responsible for their wellarc. This
succcssful experimcnt led to the installation of gas chambers in
a number of psychiatric hospitals (Grafeneck, Brandenburg,
Hartheim, Sonnenstein, Hadamar, Bernburg).
Let us visualize a h'istorical scene. Dr. Max de Crinis is professor of psychiatry at Berlin University and director of the psychiatric department of the Charit6, one of the most famous
hospilals of Europe. He is one of thc top scientists and organizers
of the mass destruction of mental patients. Dr. de Crinis visits the
psychiatric institution Sonnensteio, near Dresden, to supervise
the working of his organization. He wants to see how the plans
arc carried out. Sonnenstein is a stale hospital with an old tradition
of scientific psychiatry and humailencss. In the company of psychiatrists of the institution, Dr. de Crinis now inspects ti,e latest
installation, a shower-roomlikc chamber. Through a small peephole
in an adjoining room he watches twenty nude men being led into
the chamber and the door closed. They are not disturbed patients,
just quiet and cooperative oncs. Carbon monoxide is released into
the chamber. The mcn get weaker and weaker; they try frantically
to breathe, toller, and finally drop down. Minutes later their sulIering is over and they are all dead. This is a scene repeated many,
many timcs throughout the program. A psychiatrist or slaff physician turns on ti,e gas, waits brieDy, and then looks over the dead
patients afterward, men, women, and children.
The mass killing of mental patients was a large project. It was
organized as well as any modem cnmmunity psychiatric project,
and belter than mnst. It began with a careful preparatory and
planning stage. Then c~me thc detailed working out of methods,
the formation of agencies for transporting paticnts, their registration and similar tasks (there were three main agencics with impressive bureaucratic names), 'the installing of crematory furnaces
at the psychiatric institutions, and finally the action. It all went
like clockwork, the clock being ti,e hourglass of death. The organization comprised a whole chain of mental hospitals and institutions, university professors of psychiatry, and directors and
staff members of mental hospitals. Psychiatrists completely reversed their historical role and passed death sentences. It became
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a matter of routine. These psychialrists, without coercion, acted

not figuratively but literally in line with the slogan of one of the
most notorious concentration-camp commanders, Koch, the hus-

band of lise Koch: "There are no sick men in my camp. They are
either well or dead."
The whole undertaking went by dilIerent designations: "help
for the dying, «mercy deaths, n "mercy Jdllings," tldestruction of
life devoid of value," Umercy action"--or, more briefly, the
Unction.II They all became fused in the sonorous and misleading
tI

term "euthapasia." Strangely enough-or perhaps not so strangely
-the name has persisted. We hear and read of the Ucuthanasia program," t<euthanasia experiments," ueu!.hanasia campaign," "euthanasia action," "eu lhanasia trials." In reality, these mass killings had

nothing whatever to do with euthanasia. These were not mercy
deaths but merciless murders. It was the merciless destruction of
helpless people by those who were supposed to help them. There
was nothing individual about it; it was a systematic, planned,
massive killing operation. The whole proceeding was characterized
by the complete absence of any compassion, mercy, or pity for the
individual. What a physician does or should do with a special individual palient under special circumstances had absolulely nothing
to do with those mass extecminalions.
The greatest mistake we can make is to assume or believe that
there was a morally, medically, or socially legitimale program and
thai all that was wrong was merely the excesses. There were no
excesses. Rarely has a civil social Dction been planned, organized,
and carried through with such precision. It was not a "good"
death, as the term "euthanasia" implies (from ell, "well," and

Ihanalas, "death"), but a bad death; not a euthanasia but What
may be called a dysthanasia. Often it took up to five minutes of
sulIocation and suffering before the patients died. If we minimize
the cruelly involved (or believe those who minimize it), these
patients are betrayed a second time. It was ollen a slow, terrible
death for tilem. For example, a male nurse of one of the Slale
mental hospitals described the routine he saw through the peephole
of the gas chamber: "One afler the olher the patients sagged and
finally fell all over each other." Olhers have reported that U,e
dead gasse<! victims were found with their lips pushed outward,
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the tip of the tongue stuck out between them, clearly showing that
they had been gasping for bleath.
The false term "euthanasia" was used by lbose wbo planned,
organized, and carried out the action, and it is still being used now
by those who do not know, or do not want to know, wbat really
happened.
The ancients meant by eulbamisia the art and discipline of dying
in peace and dignity. The only legitimate medicosocial extensinn
of this meaning is help toward that end. with special emphasis on
relief from pain and suffering. Euthanasia in this sense is the mitigatinn and relief of pain and suffering of the death agony by medication or other medical means. For the physician, that means a
careful diagnosis, progoosis, and consequent action in relation to
a special clinical state. As in any other medical procedures, this .
may involve a certain risk which requires the physician's best responsible judgment in the individual case. Wllatever problems this
may represent, they have no relation whatsoever to this massacre

of mental patients. To confuse the two means to confuse humanity
with inhumanity.
When Dr. Hans Hoff, professor of psychiatry at the University
of Vienna, begins his introduction to the recent book EUlhanasia
and Deslruclion 01 Lile Devoid 0/ Value like this: "As long as
there are incurable, suffering and painfully dying people, tbe problem of euthanasia will be open to discnssion," he is adding to the
confusion aod concealment, as does the an thor of this whitewashing
book. These victims were not dying, tlley were not in pain, they
were not suffering, and most of tbem were nal incurable.
From the very beginning-that is, before the outbreak of war
and before any written exprcssion by Hitler-it was officially
known to leading professors of psychiatry and directors of mental
hospitals that under tlle designation of "euthanasia" a program
was about to be carried through by them and with their help to
kill mental paticnts in the whole of Germany. The object was "the
destruction of life devoid of value," That definition was flexible
enough for a summary proceeding of extermination of patients.
The term "euthanasia" was deliberately used to conceal the

actual purpose of the project. But there is also a real confusion
about the term that rcaches into many quarters. In the American
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College Dictionary, for example, Heuthaoasiau is defined as uthe
putting of a person to death painlessly," That· is not euthanasia;
it is homicide. If you "put a persoo to death," that is, deliberately
kill him, you are committing murder. If it is done painlessly, it is

still murder. Many murders, just like suicides, are committed without inflicting paio. In similar fashion, a widely used recent dictionary of psychological and psychoanalytical tcrms defines "euthanasia" as "lbe practice of ending life painlessly," Criminology is
familiar with cases of mass murderers who made it a practice to
do just that. For example, the man who over a considerahle period
of time lured good-looking young boys into the woods and put
them to sleep, a sleep from wWch they never woke up. They were
found. partly undressed, with peaceful expressions on th~ir faces.
That was not euthanasia, however; it was mass murder. The fact
that such confused and confusing definitions are given in standard
dictionaries is another documentation of my thesis that violcnce is
much more solidly and insidiously set in our social thinking th""
is generally believed.
Just as the designation has been left in ambiguity, so also has
the number of the victims. We read about "thousands" or "tens of
thousands" or "almost a hundred thousand. n But how mnny were
there? One would think lbat this fact would be indispensable for
understanding not only the Wstory of violence but even that of
psychiatry and of modem civilization in general. Yet in none of
the publications, books, or ncws reports of recent years is a moreor-Iess-correct figure given. It is characteristic that without exception all the figures that are mentioned are for below the reality.
The individual psychiatric hospitals were not so squeamish about
the nnmber of patients put to death while the program lasted. For
example, in 1941 the psycWatric institution Hada!UDr celebrated
the cremation of the ten tllOusandth mental patient in a special
ceremony. Psychiatrists, nurses, aUeodants, and secretaries all participated. Everybody received a bottle of beer for the occasion.
We can get an idea of the proportional numbers involved by
studying some partial but exact statistics referring to a special locality. From 1939 to 1945 the number of patients in the psychiatric
hospitals of Berlin dropped to one-fourth of the original total. As
the cause of this drop the official statistics give "evacuations," Tbat
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is a euphemistic expressiou for the fact that threc-fourths of the
patients were transported to other institutions and killed. Sometimes patients slated for murder were not sent directly to the hospitals that had the proper installatinns, but went first temporarily to
so-called intermediate institutions. In 1938 the psychiatric institutions of the provioce of Brandenburg had 16,295 meotal patients
of the city of Berlio. In 1945 ooly 2,379 were left. Almost 14,000
were destroyed. In the institution Berlin-Buch, of 2,500 patients,
500 survived; io the hospital of Kaufbeuren in Bavaria, of 2,000
patients, 200 were left. Many institutions, even big ones, i.e., in
Berlin, in Silcsia, in Baden, in Saxony, in Austria, were closed

entirely because all the patients had been liquidated.
In the special killing iostitutions the turnover was fast. The psychiatric institution Graleneck normally had 100 heds. Early in the
"action," witliin thirty-three days 594 patients died (i.e., were
killed). A while later, within forty-seven days 2,019 inmates were
wrillen olI. Eventually the crematorium of Graleneck smoked
incessantly.
]n 1939 about 3°0,000 mental patients (according to some
figures it was 320,000) were in psychiatric hospitals, institutioos,
or clinics. ]n 1946 their number was 40,000. It was discussed during the project that 300,000 hospital beds would hc made available
by gelling rid of mental patients.
The most reliable estimates of the number of psychiatric patients
killed are at least 275,000. We have to realize particularly that the
largest proportion of them were not uincurablc," as is often lightly
staled. Even if "euthanasia" is defined, as it falsely is, as Uthe killing
of incurablc mcntally diseased persons," that is not at all what happened. According to the best established psychiatric knowledge,
about 50 percent of them cither would have improved to such an
extent that they could have been discharged and lived a social life
outside Ii hospital or would have gollen completely well.
Another misconception widely credited is tlmt these patients had
hereditary diseases. Even publications completely condemning 'the
"euthanasia" action fall into this error. However, in the largest
number of patients the hereditary factor played either no role at all
or only the slightest (and thai not well established scientifically).
The whole number comprises both curable and incurable condi-
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tions, psychopathic personalities, epileptics, encephalitics, neurological cases, mental defectives of both severe and mild degree,
arteriosclerotics, deaf-mutes, patients with all kinds of nervous
diseases, handicapped patients who had lost a limb in the First
World War and were in a state hospital, "cripplcs" of every de- .
scription, et 01.
The indicatioos became wider and wider and eventually included as criteria "superOuous people," the unfit, the unproductive,
any "useless enters," misfits, undesirables. The over-all picture is

best understood as the identification and elimination of tile weak.
A considerable percentage of the whole number were senile
cases, iocluding people who had no senile psychosis but were
merely aged and infirm. Many of the old people included in the
program were not in institutions but were living at home, in good
health, WiUl their families. A psychiatrist would go to these homes
and give the aged people a cursory psychiatric examination. Of
course, it is easy, if you confront a very old person with a lot of
psychological queslions, 10 make it appear that something is mentally wrong with him. The psychiatrist would then suggest that
such people be placed under guardianship and sent to an institution for a while. From there tlley were quickly put into gas chambers. It is diOicuit to conceive that thousands of normal men and
women would permit their parents or grandparents to be disposed
of in this way wiUlOut more protest, but Ihat is what happened.
As early as September, 1939, word had gollen about among the
population in Berlin that inmates of homes for the aged had been
exterminated and that it was planned to kill all aged invalids as
quickly as possible.
During the first phase of the program, Jewish mental patients,
old and young, were st,icUy spared and excluded. The reason given
was that they did not deserve the "benefit" of psychiatric euthanasia. This lasted up to the second half of 1940. Eventually they
were all rounded up, however, and by 1941, practically without
exception, were exterminated.

Thousands of children were disposed of. A special agency existed for them, consisting of a conunission of three experts: one a
psychiatrist and director of a state hospital, the other two prominent pediatricians. The children came from psychiatric hospitals,
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iDstitutions for mental defectives, childreD's homes, uDiversity pediatric clinics, childreD's hospitals, pediatriciaDs, et 01. They were
killed iD hath psychiatric institutions and pediatric cliDics. Especially in the latter a Dumber of woman physiciaDs were actively
iDvolved iD the murders. AmoDg these childreD were those with
mental diseases, meDtal defectives--eveD OlOse with only slighOy
retarded iDtelligeDcc--haDdicapped childreD, childreD with Deurological cODditions, aDd mongoloid childreD (eveD with minimal
mental defects). Also iD this Dumber were childreD iD training
schools or refonoatories. AdmissioD to such child-care iDstitutioDs
occurs often aD a social indicatioD and not for any intrinsic personality difficulties of the child. ODe physician who killed such
training-school boys and girls with iDtraveDous injectioDs of
morphia stated iD court to explain his actions: "I see today that it
was not right. ... I was always told that the responsibility lies
wiO, Ole professors from Berlin."
The chief of the meDtal iDstitution Hadamar was respoDsible for
the murder of "over a thousand patieDts." He persoDally opened
the containers of gas and watched through the peephole the death
agonies of the patients, including childreD. He stated: "I was of
course tara this way and that. It reassured me to learn what eminent scientists partook in the action: Professor Carl SehDeider, Pro-

fessor Heyde, Professor Nitsche." This. of course, is not an excuse

either legally or morally, but it is a causal factor which has to be
taken into accouDt. And when Dr. Karl BraDdt, the medical chief
of the euthanasia project, defeDded himself for his leading role in
the action, he stated that he had asked for the "most critical"
evaluation of who was meDtally incurable. And he added: "Were
not the regular professors of the universities with the program?
Who could there be who was better qualified than they?"
These statements that leading psychiatrists supplied the rationalization for these cruelties and took a responsible part in them
nrc true. We must ask ourselves what was the prehistory, iD the
previolence phase, of their ideas. Historically there were tendencies in psychiatry (aDd not only in Genoan psychiatry) to pronounce value judgments not only on individuals, on medical
grounds, but aD whole groups, on medicosociological grounds.
What was (and still is) widely regarded as scieotific WritiDg pre-
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pared the way. Most inOuential was the book The Releare of the
Destructioll of Life Devoid of Value, published in Leipzig in. 1920.
Its popularity is attested by the fact that two years later a secoDd
edition became necessary. The book advocated that the killing 'of
"worthless people" be released from peDalty aDd legally permitted.
It was written by two promiDent scientists, the jurist Karl BindiDg
and the psychiatrist Alfred Hoehe. The concept of "life devoid of
value" or ulife not worth livingU was not a Nazi inventioD, as is
ofteD thought. It derives from this book.
BindiDg and Hache speak of "absolutely worthless human beings"; they plead for "the killing of those who cannot be rescued
and whose death is urgeDtly necessary"; they refer to those who
are below the level of beasts and who have "Deither the will to live
nor to die"; they write about those who are "mentally completely
dead" aDd who "represent a foreign body in human society." It is
noteworthy that among the arguments adduced for killing, the economic factor is stressed, namely, the cost of keeping these patients
alive and cariDg for them. The psychiatrist author decries any
show of sympathy in such cases, because it would be based on
uerroneous thinking." The jurist author recognizes that errors in

diagoosis aDd execution might be made. But he dismisses that like
Olis: "Humanity loses so many members through error that one
more or .Iess really hardly makes any difference." In the beginniDg
of the book we read about the feeliDg of "pity" for the patieDt. But
in the bulk of the text the question of pity does not come up any
more. It gets completely lost. Instead, both authors enlarge on the
economic factor, the waste of money and labor in the care of the
retarded. Both extol uheroismtl and a Uheroic altitude" which our
time is supposed to have lost.
These ideas were expressed in 1920. Surely Hache and Binding
had not heard of Hitler at that time, nor did Hitler read this book.
It is not without significance that at this time, when Hitler was just
starting his career, the "life devoid of value" slogan was lauDched
from a different source. Evidently there is such a thing as a spirit
of the times which emanates from the depths of economic-historical processes.
This IitOe book inJIuenced--or at any rate crystallized-the
thinkiDg of a whole generation. Considering how violence-stimulat-
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ing the ideas in it arc, it is significant that both authors were
eminent men who played a role as intelleciual leaders in a special
historical period. TIlis illustrates the proposition that violence does
not usually come Crom the uncontrolled instincls of the undereducated, but frequenUy is a rationalized policy from above. Hoche
was proCessor of psychiatry and director of the psychiatric clinic
at Freiburg Cram 1902 to 1934. He made valuable contributions to
neuropsychiatry. In his clinic a number oC eminent specialists were
trained-Cor example, Dr. Robert Wartenberg, who later became
one of the outstanding and most popular teachers of neurology in

California. Hoche's sound views on classification of mental diseases

had considerable inDuence on American psychiatry, especially
through Adolf Meyer, professor of psychiatry at Johns Hopkins.
Wherever his work touched on the social field, however, he had
illiberal teodencies. For example, in a series of monographs which
he edited, he published and gave wide currency to a book which
tried to prove women intellectually inferior to men. In his work on
Corensic psychiatry, he exhibited a punitive, legalistic attitude with
regard to sexual deviations. He was a reactionary opponent of
psychoanalysis, not recognizing even Freud's well-established clinical observatioos. He regarded his book on the destruction of "liCe
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sities of Basel, in Switzerland, and Munich. Some oC his studies on
heredity, and those of his pupils and associates (like Eugen Kahn,
who later became proCessor oC psychiatry at Yale), wcre undoubtedly valuable. This was widely recognized. He participated
in the First Inlernational Congress Cor Mental Hygiene in Washington, D.C. But it was he who supplied the "scientific" reasons
according to which mass sterilizations of all kinds oC physically
and mentally handicappcd pcople took place. He was the chief
architect of Ule compulsory sterilization law of 1933. This law was
so vigorously formulated and interpreted (by Ruedin in 1934) that,
for example, any young man with a harmless phimosis was forced
to be sterilized. The summary official explanation Cor this was that
he would be "incapable of achieving extraordinary performances

in sport, in life, in war, or in overcoming dangers." The results of
enCorced castrations in the period from 1933 to 1945 are still
quoted in current psychiatric literature without any critique of their
inhumanity.
The compulsory sterilization law was Ule Corerunner of the mass
kiUing of psychiatric patients, which was organized and carried
out·with Ruedin's full Ic:nowledge. He expressly warned psychiatrists against the "excessive compassion and love of one's neighbor

devoid of value" as onc of his more important" works.

characteristic of the past centuries. It

The other author, Karl Binding, was professor of jurisprudence
at the University of Leipzig. He was the chief representative of
U,e retribution theory in criminal law. He combatted the idea that
the protection oC society is the purpose oC punishment and that the
personality of the criminal has to be taken into account. He taught
that Cor every criminaf deed thcre has to be full retribution. His
son Rudolf G. Binding was also a jurist, and a recognized poet as
wcll. When Romain Rollaod in r933 warned against Nazi violence
and pleaded for humaneness, Rudolf G. Binding answered in a
"Lettcr to the World." He advocated fanaticism on the part of
everybody and called for "Canatics big and small, down to the
children."
Another intellectual stream that contributed to the final massacre
oC mental patients was the exaggeration of the influence of heredity
on mental disorders. The chief representative oC this trend was
Ernst Ruedin. Ruedin was proCessor of psychiatry at the univer-

Against this Uleoretical-intellectual background, mental patients
were sacrificed in psychiatric institutions and in the name of psy-

II

chiatry. From its very inception the "euthanasia" program was

guided in all important mailers, including concrete details, by psychiatrisls. The administrative sector was handled by bureaucrats
who dealt merely wilh executive, managemcnt, and formal questions such as transport of patients, cremation, notification of relatives, and so on. Even the false death certificates were signed by
psychiatrists. The psychiatrists made the decisions. For Ulese physicians, as the physical chemist ProCessor Robert Havemann expressed it, denouncing the "euthanasia" murders, lithe patient is
no longer a human heing needing help, but merely an object whose
value is measured according to whether his liCe or his destruction
is more expedient for the nation. The physicians took over the
Cunction of judge over life and death.... They made themselves
into infallible gods." How maller-{)f-facUy they cons!dered this
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role is illustrated by the replies of the veteran director of one of the
biggest and formerly most well-administered psychiatric hospitals
during an interrogation:
Q. To how many children bave you applied euthanasia in your bas-

pital?
A. I couldo'tlell you exactly....
Q. To how many have you done that? 200? 5001 1,0001

A. For God's sake, I really don't remember how many tbere were. I
really don't know whether there were a hundred or more.

Q. Do you know when eutbanasia was practiced on the last child in
your hospital?
A. I don't know exactly. But Dr. - - - says that until a short lime

before the arrival of the Americans [the American Army l. children
were still subjected (0 euthanasia.
Q. For how long have you practiced the euthaoasia of children1
A. After so much time, I cao't remember the dates eXDcily.
Q. When did the extermination of these children stop?
A. The extermination of these children never stopped until the cnd.
I never received an order [to stop it].
Q. To how mnny adults did you apply euthanasia in your institution?
A. I doo't know any more.
. Q. How ronny adults have you submitted to euthanasia in your in·
slilution?
A. That didn't happen in my institution. I contented myself with transferring the patients [10 other institutions where they were kiUed].

It has been stated that the psychiatrists were merely fonowing a
law or were being forced to obey an order. Again and again we
read-as if it were a historical fact--<lf Hitler's secret order to
exterminate tllOse sutlering from severe mental defect or disease.
Those who hold the one-man Iheory of hislory (sometimes called
the greal-man theory of history), according to which important
developments, for good or evil, are to be explained by the wish
and will of one individual person, favor the illusion that such an
order was the cntire cause of the extermination of psychiatric patients. According to this view, everything was fine until that order
was given and became fine again when the order was revoked. The
reality was very ditlerent. There was no law and no such order.
The tragedy is tllat the psychiatrists did not have 10 have an order.
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They acted on their own. They were not carrying out a death sentence pronounced by somebody else. They were the legislators who
laid down the rules for deciding wbo was to die; they were the
administrators who worked out the procedures, provided the patienls and places, and decided the methods of killiog; they pronounced a sentence of life or death in every individual case; they
were the executioners who carried the sentences out or-without
being coerced to do so---surrendered their patienls to be ldlIed in
olher institutions; tlley supervised and often watched the slow
deaths.
The evidence is very clear on this. The psychiatrisls did not have
to work in these hospilals; they did so volunlarily, were able to
resign if they wished, and could refuse to do special tasks. For
example, the psychiatrist Dr. F. Hoelzel was asked hy the psychiatric director of the mental institution Eglfing-Haar to head a
children's division in which many handicapped and disturbed children were killed (right up to 1945). He refused in a pathelic letter
saying that his "temperament was not suited to this task," that he
was "too soft. n
Hitler gave no order to kill mental patienls indiscriminately. As
late as mid-1940 (when thousands of patienls had been ldlIed in
psychiatric institutions), Minister of Justice Guertner wrote to Minister Hans Lammers: "The Fuehrer has declined to enact a law
[for putling mental patients 10 death]." There was no legal sanction
for it. All we have is oue note, not on official stationery but on
Hitler's own private paper, written in October, 1939, and predated
September I, 1939. Meetings of psychiatrisls working out the
"euthanasia" program had taken place long hefore that. Hitler's
note is addressed to Philipp BouWer, chief of Hitler's chanceUery,
and to Dr. Karl Brandt, Hitler's personal physician at the time and
Reich Commissioner for Health. (BouWer committed suicide; Dr.
Brandt was sentenced to death and executed.) The note reads as
follows:
Reichleader Doubler llnd

Dr. Med. Brandt
nre responsibly commissioned to extend the
authority of physicians, to be designated by name, 60 that 11 mercy
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death may be granted to patients who according to human judg.
ment are incurably ill according to the most critical evaluation of
the slale of their disease.

(Signed) Adolf Hitler
To kill patients (Hitler does not speak of mental patients), even
if one were sure that they are incurable, is bad enough. But even
if his wish, as the note clearly expresses it, had been executed, the
number of victims would have been infinitely smaller and the whole
proceeding could nof have been carried out in the way in which it
was carried out. Referring to this note, anyone could have refused
to do what was later actually done. The note does not give the
order to kill, but the power to kill. That is something very different. The physicians made use of this power extensively, ruthlessly, cruelly. The note is not a command but an assignment of
authority and responsibility to a particular group of persons,
namely, physicians, psyehialrists, and pedialricians. This assignment, far from ordering it, did not even give psychiatrists ollicial
permission to do what they did on a grand scale, i.e., kill all kinds
of people who were not at all incurable or even mentally ill, making no allempt even to examine them first. The assignment gives
to the psychialrist the widest leeway for "human judgment" and a
Umast critical evaluation." It certainly cannot be construed as an
order to kill people with no serious disease or with no disease at all.
Even if the note was not meant to be taken literally, it was a
formal concession to ethics and offered a loophole for conlradiction or at least question. The psychialrists in authority did not take
advantage of this. Instead they initiated the most eXlreme measures
and cloaked them in scientific terminology and academic respectability. No mental patients were killed without psychialrists being
involved. Without the scientific rationalization which they supplied
from Il,e very beginning and without their mobilization of their
own psychiatric hospitals and facilities, the whole proceeding could
not have taken the shape it did. They were responsible for their
own judgments, their own decisions, their own ncls. It helps us
to understand the wide social ramifications of violence if we realize
that from the highest echelons down, the psychiatrists acted spontaneously, willlout being forced.
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A court in Coblenz probed this question most carefully in the
case of three hospital psychialrists who were charged with "aid to
murder in an indefinite number of cases": IIThey have taken this

task upon themselves voluntarily, just as altogether the collaboration in the 'action' was voluntary throughout." This is borne out
by a leller from Himmler, chief of the SS, in response to an inquiry
by a high judge: "What happens in Ille place in question [a psychiatric institution] is carried out by a commission of physicians.
... The SS furnish only help in vehicles, cars, elc. The medical
specialist, expert and responsible, is the one wbo gives the orders."
In this connection the statement of Dr. Hans Hefelmann, an agronomist who was a highly placed bureaucrat in the "euthanasia" program, is significanL He made it in the abortive "euthanasia" trial

at Limburg in 1964: "No doctor was ever ordered to participate
in the euthanasia program; they came of their own volition." Other
evidence confirms this.
What psychiatrisls did made even members of the Nazi Party
weep. When patients were lransferred from their regular inslitution
to one where they were to be killed, they were usually told that it
was only a regular normal transfer from one hospital to Dnother
or that it was a change to a beller place. Sometimes a glimpse of
the lruth would become known to patients, and scenes wortlly of
Callot or Goya would follow. Here is such a (lrue) scene. In the
sleepy litlle town of Absberg, two large autobuses (belonging to a.
central lransport agency of the "eulllOnasia" program) ore parked
on the street near an institution where there are several hundred
mental patients. Some time before, twenty-five patients had been
fetched by such a bus. Of these twenty-five, twenty-four "died"
and one woman patient returned. The other patients in the institution learned what had happened, as did Il,e inhabitants of the
town. As the patients leave the institution to enter the buses, they
are afraid, they refuse and remonstrate. Force is used by the personnel, and each patient is shoved violenlly into a bus. A large
group of bystanders has assembled. They are so moved that they
break into tears. The whole operation is presided over by an experienced psychiatrist from the big state hospital Erlangen. Among
those spectators who cried openly at this pitiful spectacle were-as
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the official Nazi report stptes--"even members of the Nazi Party."
There is no mention anywhere that doctors bad any tears in their
eyes.
To place causal responsibility on the physician does not in 'any
way diminish the responsibility of the high and low Nazi officials
and bureaucrats involved. But by the same token, placing full responsibility on these officials does not in the slightest diminisb tbe
role of tl,e psychiatrist in the slaughter. In order to get the proper
focus, we must think in terms of causal factors. If it takes two to
plan and commit deliberate murder, that does not mean that only
one is guilly. Even if the psychiatrists had been under orders,
which they were not, it is noteworthy that their complete mohilization for kiUing patients went as speedily and as smoothly as the
military mobilization of soldiers to fight tl,e enemy.
Two '"extenuating" circumstances, often claimed• .have to be

seriously weighed. One is that the psycbiatrists did not know; the
other is that very few were involved. In the very beginning, some
psychiatrists may not have known what happened to their patients
when they were transferred en masse in buses to other. unnamed
institutions. But it is preposterous to assume that ihis ignorance.

could last after tens of thousands had heen killed. The claim that
only a few psychiatrisls were involved is equally invalid. The
lowest estimate is that there were "perhaps fifty" who participated.
Even if this were a correct number (which it is not), among them
were some of the most renowned and distinb'Uished academic and
hospital figures. Actually, the extent of the operation makes it
inevitable that there were many more involved in Germany and in
Austria, perhaps three or four tiDIes that many (not to speak of the
many psychiatric nurses acting under the instructions of psyehiatrisls). Of course, the degree of participation varied. For example,
in tl,e inlernationaUy famous hospital of Gutersloh, the director
and his staff did not "select" patients for annihilation. But they
delivered tl,e patients, without resistance or protest, to tl,e guards
and escorts who drove up for tl,em in trucks. That is participatiDg
in murder too.

In July, t939, several months before Hitler's note was written,
a conference took place in Berlin in which the program to kill
mental patients in the whole of Germany was outlined in concrete,
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final form. Present and ready to participate were the regular professors of psychiatry and chairmen of the departments of psychiatry of tile leading universities and medical schools of Germany:
Berlin, Heidelberg, Bonn, Wiirzhurg. Historians of medicine and
sociologists will have a lot of work to do to explain this. So far they
bave not stated the problem or even noted the fact. At a conference
in Dresden in Marcb, 1940, Professor de Crinis, of Berlin University, talked over the program with the cbief psychiatrists of large
public mental hospitals (state hospitals). The classification of
mental dlsDrders on which devoied pbysicians in all countries had
worked for ceDturies was reduced to a simple formula: patients
"not worthy to live" and patients "worthy to be helped." There was
no opposition OD the part of the physicians, every one of whom
held a responsible position in the state-hospital system. Questions
of ethics or the juridical aspects were nnt even mentioned. The only
questions raised by the participants at the conference were how the
project could be carried through most "practically and cheaply."
For example, the transfer of patients from their original institution
to one where they were to be killed was called "impractical" because it meant "wasting of gasoline." Mass graves, to be leveled
later, were recommended as being an economical procedure.
FDr several years during the time Df the program, psychiatrists
beld meetings every three months iD Heidelberg UDder the chairmansbip of the professor of psychiatry at the University of Heidelberg. At these cDnferences the ways to conduct the extermination
action were studied, and suitable measures were suggested to assure its efficacy.
The whole project is a model of the most bureaucratic mass
murder in history. It functioned as follows. In the preparatory
meetings the chief psychiatric experts of the project worked out
the criteria by whicb patients should be selected. Questionnaires
were prepared with questions as tn diagnosis, duration of stay in
the institution, and so on. In October, 1939, tl,e first questinnnoires went Dut tD state hospitals and other public and private
institutions wbere meDial palients, epileptics, tbe mentally retarded,
and Dther handicapped persons were takeD care Df. CDpies of each
filled-Dut questionnaire were sent to four psychiatric experls, who
indicated with a
or - their opinion about whether the patient

+
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was to live or die. (No expert gave an opinion on questionnaires
filled out for patients in his own institution, but only ·on those of
other institutions. Therefore he had no personal knowledge whatsoever of the patieots.) This typical correspondence shows that the
psychiatric experls worked very hard.
Lettcr from the "euthanasia" central office in Berlin to Memher
of the Commission of Experts, dated November 25, 1940:
Enclosed I am sending you 300 report sheets [questionnaires] from
the institution Llineburg with the reques~ for your expert opinion.

(Signed)

Answering leller from the Member of the Commission of Experts
to the central olliee in Berlin, dated November 29, 1940 :
Enclosed I am sending you the 107th batch of report ,heels, namely,
300 sheets complete with my expert opinion.

(Signed)
This rapid selection and certification of death candidates is not
a record or by any means exceptional. The same expert formed his
opinion on 2,190 questionnaires in two weeks and on 258 in two
days.
The questionnaires with expert opinions indicated by the
nr
the _ were then sent to a chief expert, who passed the final judgment. Beginning in January, 1940, the palienls marked for death
were transferred, directly or via intermediate stations, to the six
psychiatric institutions in which gas chambers had been installed
for tile program. In these lethal institutioos the patients were dealt
with summarily and quickly, as this typical leller shows, from the
social-wclfare association Swabia to the director of the state hospital Kaulbeuren:

+

I have the honor to inform you that the female patien15 transferred
Crom your hospital on November 8, 1940, aU died in the month of
November in the institutions Grafeneck, Demburg, Sonncnstein, and
Hartheim.

(Signed)
In some institutions, like Hartheim in Austria, things went so
fast sometimes that it took only four hours from the time a patient
was admitted till he left "through \he chimney."
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The backbone of the whole project was the experts. It was their
decision which sealed the fate of every victim. Who were these
men? That is the most remarkable part of the story-and ti,e most
important one for the future of violence and, I believe, of mankind. They were not nonentities or outsiders. Most of them had all
the hallmarks of civic and scientific respectability. They were not
Nazi puppets, but had made their careers and reputations as psychiatrists long before Hitler came to power. Among them were
more than twelve full professors at universities. Most of their names
read like a roster of prominent psychiatrists. They have made
valuable contributions to scientific psychiatry. They are still quoted
in international psychiatric literature, which testifies to their scientific stature. The bibliography of their papers, monographs, and
books-not to mention their graduale and postgraduate lectures
aod thcir editorial work on leading psychiatric journals-would
fill a whole brochure. We must make ourselves familiar with the
caliber of these men if we want to comprehend the full meaning of
this hislorical occurrence.

Dr. Max de Crinis was professor of psycbiatry at lbe University
of Berlin and director of the psychiatric department of the famous
.Charit" Hospital. He was originally chief physician at the psychiatric clinic at the University of Graz. Those who knew him
personally describe him as a "charming Austrian." He has many
scientific studies to his credit, on alcobolism. epilepsy, war neuroses,
pathology of the central nervous system (brain edema and brain
swelling), etc. He was especially interested in the bodily concomitants of mental disorders-for instance, malfunction of the liver.
Textbooks, including recent ones, refer to some of his scientific
work as authoritative. In 1944, he published an interesting book
on the somatic foundations of emotions which is still quoted in the
scientific literature today. It is not easy to understand-but is important to know-how such a man could deliberately and personally, from his own departmeot in the university hospital, send a
thirteen-year-old boy afilicted with mongolism, with ooly minor
mental impairment, to one of lbe murder institutions-the children's division of Goerden-to be killed. In 1945. when his car
could not get through the Russian encirclement of Berlin. Dr. de
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Crinis committed suicide with a government-supplied capsule of
cyanide.
'
One of the most distinguished (and most unexpected) members
of the team of experts which was the heart of the whole killing
operation was Werner Villinger, who at the time was professor of
psychiatry at the University of Breslau. Prior to that he was head
of the department of child psychiatry at Tuebingen and then psychiatric director at Bethel, a world-famous institution for epileptics
and mentally and physically disabled persons founded in 1867.
From 1946 to 1956 he was professor of psychiatry at the Universily of Marburg. His clinical research on the outbreak of an acute
psychosis after the commitment of a violent crime became well
known. He wrote especially on the psychological and social difficullies of children and youths, on child guidance, group therapy,
juvenile delinquency, and similar subjects. He has been decorated
by the West German government. In 1950 he was invited to participate in the White House Conference on Children and Youth
and did so.
His name alone, quite apart from his activity in it, gave a great
boost to the "euthanasia" project. For his name suggested to
nthers, especially younger psychiatrists, that there could be nothing
wrong with the "action." It is difficult to understand how a man
with concern for youths could not only consent to but actively
participate in projects of killing tbem, but we may find some slight
hints in his previous writings. Two years before Hitler came to
power, Villinger advocated the sterilization of patients with hereditary diseases. Writing about the "limits of educability," he stated
tllat "the deepest roots of what we call temperament and character
are deep in tbe inherited constitution." Contrary to our modem
point of view, he regarded the chances for the rehabilitation of
juvenile delinquents with definite emotional difficulties as very poor.
During the preparation of the "euthanasia" trial in Limburg,
Dr. Villinger was questioned by the prosecutor in three sessions.
At about the same period, it became publicly known that he was
implicated in tile "euthanasia" murders in a leading, active role.
He went to the mountains near Innsbruck and committed suicide.
An attempt was made later to make this appear an accident, but
there is no doubt about what happened.
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To find Dr. Carl Schneider as a leading member of a wholesale'
murder project is also unexpected. For lwelve years he was professor of psychiatry at the University of Heidelberg. As such he
held the same important position as Emil Kraepelin a generation
before. And Kraepelin was the founder of modem clinical psy.
chiatry. In a recent textbook, Schneider's scientific work is referred to eleven times. In some of the most recent publications on
the course of mental diseases and on the effect of tranquilizers, his
clinical subdivisions are taken as a basis. He made clinical investigations of mental disorders in orgllIlic brain diseases and in
pernicious anemia. He wrote on abnormal personalities in relation
to diminished legal responsibility. Since experimental psychoses
are currently much investigated, it is of interest that more than
thirty years ago he induccd an experimental psychosis in himself
witll mescaline. He described it in his monograph on hallucinations. One of his monographs deals with "The Treatment and
Prevention of Mental Disorders." He studied epilepsy and expressed modem views about it, and his research on that subject is
still quoted. He wrote lwO books on schizophrenia. The first, The
Psychology of Schizophrenia, is considered a landmark of this type
of clinical study. Originally more interested in subtle psychological
analyses, he stressed more and more the hereditary factor.
Carl Schneider was very active in all phases of the program. He
served as expert for the processing of death questionnaires, participated in the frequent conferences, and regularly instructed
younger psychiatrists in the methods and procedures of the project.
Perhaps the most extraordinary part of this story is that before
going to Heidelberg, he, like Werner ViUinger, had held the highly
respected position of chief physician at the universally recognized
institution Bethel. Ten years laler, when he was professor at
Heidelberg, he appeared with an SS commission at Bethel, went
over the questionnaires, ordered the personnel to present patients
to him, and personally selected the candidates for extermination.
When, after the defeat of lhe Nazi regime, Dr. Schneider was to be
pnt on trial, he committed suicide.
Another psychiatrist with an international reputation is Professor
Paul Nitsche. He was successively director of several slate hospitalS, including the trndition-rich Sonnenstein in Saxony, which
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was the fIrst psychiatric state hospital in Germany. In the authoritative Handbook of Psychiatry (1925-1932), he wrote the section
on "Therapy of Mental Diseases," based 00 his own vast experience. He was one of the ~dilors of the German Journal for Mental
Hygiene. He wrote underslandingly on modem psycholherapeutic
measures in mental hospilals. He was interested in psychoses in
prisoners (prison psychoses), aDd his book OD the subject appeared in the best American monograph series on nervous and
mental diseases. In the killing project he held a lop position. He
functioned as a representative of Dr. Brandt, the "leader" of the
medical seclor (as opposed to the Slriclly administrative bureau).
He did his work of organizing and selecting death candidates so
well that during the project he was advanced from expert to chief
expert.
Nitsche presenls perhaps the mosl remarkable psychological
enigma. Colleagues of his who knew him well aDd who condemn
him for his "euthanasia" work nevertheless say of him that he was
"Dn exceptionally good psychiatrist, especially kiDd to his palients
anil concerned about them day and night." So can a false faDatical
social orieDtation play havoc with a man's characler. Here we
eome up against a cODtradiction which plays a great role in modern violence: the cODtrast iD the same individual between the private, intimate, spontaneous personality and the corporate, public,

official personality.
After lhe Nazi regime ended, Dr. Nitsche was tried in Dresden
for IIle murder of mental patients and was senleDced to death. In
1947 he was executed.
Perhaps the greatest break with the humane traditions of psychiatry is connecled with the Dame of Dr. Werner Heyde. Heyde
was professor of psychiatry at the University of WUrzburg and
director of the psychiatric clinic there. Few places in the world
can look back on such a long history of successful care of meDtal
patients. The clinic grew oul of a divisioD of a general hospital
where mental patients were admitted and kindly treated as early
as IIle last decades of the sixteeDth c~atury. It is jnteresting that
exactly contemporary wilh the extant case hislories of this hospital
are the descriptions by Cervantes in Don Quixote (fIrst chapter of
the second part) of the mental institution in Seville (around 1600).
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Cervanles' stories of the inmates show that this institution (coso de
los locos) was humaDely administered. In other words, in two
geographically widely separated and differeDt localities, Seville aDd
WUrzburg, pioneer work was dODe that 10Dg ago in trealing the
mentally n1Dicted as human beiDgs and as medical patients. It is
certainly a problem for the historian of culture, as it is for tile
sludent of violence, that in the same place where meDtal palients
were treated most humanely iD r583, they were doomed to be
killed in r940. ID the later nineteeDth and in the twentieth century,
the WUrzhurg psychiatric clinic played a promineDl role in scientifIc research. A number of' oUlstandiDg psychiatrists got their
traiDing there. The fIrSl intellIgence test was devised there in 1888.
ODe of the earliest clinical observatioDs and descriptions of what
was later called schizophreDia came from that clinic.
Dr. Heyde's reputation as a scientic psychiatrist was excellent.
He worked for several years in the clinic, became director of the
out-patient department, and began his leaching there in 1932.
One of Heyde's predecessors as head of the WUrzburg cliDic,
Conrad Rieger, who studied especially the history of psychiatry,
wrole, almost prophetically, in his aUlobiography in r929 (len
years before the start of the extermination program): "Whether it
is deliberate or through negligence, it is wrong to kill human beings and to deprive them of care. On the contrary, we musl care
for them and protect them, well and humanely. This care and
protection is needed in the saIRe measure for the so-called curable
and the so-called incurable." We do not know whether Heyde ever
read this slatemenl, which he 80 completely reversed. Heyde was a
key fIgure in the program. WheD carbon monoxide was suggested
as a method for killing, this proposal had to be submitted flfSt to
him for evaluation. He approved the method and directed the idea
into the proper administrative channels for its practical realization.
He was the head of ODe of the ageDcies of the project, tile Reich
Society for MeDIal InstitutioDs (state hospitals). In his office the
data from these institutions were collected and the last word pronouDced about the patients to be sent to the special extermination
hospilals. He played the leading role in the preparatory and organizing conferences (before Hitler's private note), helped in
working out the questionnaires, functioned as chief expert, and
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selected the younger psychiatrists for the program and instructed
them in their task.
From the beginning, he personally inspected the death institutions and the installation of the gas chambers, to make sure that
everything functioned expeditiously. In addition, far from being
told what to do, he gave lectures before high officials in the Nazi
ministries to promote and explain the weeding out of those "not
worthy to live." For example, on April 23, 1941, in the Depart-

ment of Justice, he gave a lecture on "The Euthanasia Program"

before high officials, judges, and prosecutors. The most important
person present was the president of the highest court, the Reich
Court, Judge Erwin Bumke. Bumke had been appointed to his
office in 1929, during the democratic Weimar Republic. He raised
no objection to the mass killing after this lecture, and the doom-·
the legal doom---{)f the meotal patients was sealed, Psychiatry
and law had met in the spirit of violence.
After the collapse of the Nazi regime, Heyde was arrested, but
he escaped from custody. A warrant for his arrest ("Wanted for
Murder ..."), with his picture on it, was sent oul. It said that he
was probably working as a physician. For twelve years he lived a
charmed existence under a dilferent name. He was employed by a
state insurance agency, again as chief expert. He did a great deal
of work for courts. During this time his wife was receiving a
widow's pension, and from money earned in his new career she

bought a beautiful house on Lake Starnberg, near Munich. Many
private persons-judges, prosecutors, physicians, university professors, and high state officials-knew his real identity. There was
a certain solidarity in protectiog this secret of violence. When his
identity did come out, almost by accident, be surrendered to the
authorities. His trial at Limburg was delayed for four years for
preliminary investigation. He made another attempt to escape,
which failed. When he was left unguardep in his cell five days
before the trial was due to start, he committed suicide.
This trial, which would have been the most important "euthanasia" trial, delayed overlong, never took place. One day before
Dr. Heyde's suicide, his codefendant, Dr. Friedrich Tillman, who
from 1934 to J 945 was director of orphanages in Cologne and
who has heen called a "bookkeeper of death," jumped or was
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pushed from a tenth-story window. Another defendant, Dr. Gerhard Bohne, escaped from jail to South America. And the fourth
defendant, Dr. Hefelmana, was declared not able to stand trial
because of illness. The widely held belief that there was great
pressure against this t.-ial's taking place seems to be not without
foundation.
Among other outstanding prnfessors of psychiatry who were
involved in the program were the following:
Dr. Berthold Kihn was the professor of psychiatry at the famous
University of Jeaa, where Hegel, Fichle, Schiller, and Haeckel
taught, where Karl Marx got his doctor's degree and the composer
Schumana an honorary doctorate. He contributed chapters tn several authoritative textbooks-;-for example, on neurosyphilis, on
peripheral IIerves, aod on disorders of old age. He did research on
the microscopic study of hrain tissues. Kihn not only was busy
making the death crosses on questionnaires, but also personally
supervised the selection of patients for extermination in various
institutions. He and Dr. Carl Schneider were among the cbarter
members of one of the main project agencies.
Dr. Friedrich Mauz was professor of psychiatry at Koenigsberg
from 1939 tn 1945 and has held the same position at the University of Miinster since 1953. A good deal of his seientific work became generally acknowledged: his studies on hysteria and epilepsy,
with interesting e1inical observations; on psychoses in juveniles; on
the physical constitution in mental disorders. From hinI comes the
term "schizophrenic catastropbe/' for the most severe progressive
types of the disease. In 1948 he participated as one of three of-

ficial delegates from Germany at an international mental hygiene
meeting in London. At that congress, the World Federation for
Mental Health was founded, its purpose being the "furthering of
good human relations."
Dr. Mauz excused himself later, without any condemnation of
the ueuthanasian project, by saying that his invitation to a "euthanasia" conference in Berlin was "harmlessly formulated" and that
as late as the autumn of 1940 (when tens of thnusands of patients
from all over Germany had been killed and whole hospitals closed
beeause all the patients had been evacuated to death institutions),
he, who held a responsible and administrative position in psy-
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chiatry, did not know anything about any "carrying through of the
euthanasia program."
This list is far from complete.
In the whole u eu than3sialf mattcr the universities, including the
psychiatric and pediatric departments, wrapped themselves in silence. How easy it would have been (and riskless) to refuse, had
anyone been so minded, is shown by the case of Gottfried Ewald,
professor of psychiatry in GOttingen. He was invited to a conference at the central office in Berlin under Ule chairmanship of
Heyde and was asked to join the program. He refused and left the
conference. He remained unmolested and had no disadvantage on
account of his complete refusal.
There is an interesting sidelight on his exceptional behavior.
Among those whom the experts marked on the questionnaires or
report sheets as "unworthy to live," and who were consequently

killed, were veterans who had lost an arm or leg in the war. The
records are clear about that. For example, among a· group of male
patients transferred from the state hospital Rollenmuenster to a
death institution was

ODe

whose "euthanasia" questionnaire said:

"Receives war pension. Handicapped for work through loss of an
arm." Professor Ewald had lost his left arm in World War I and
referred to it occasionally in his lectures. Maybe Ulat made it
easier for him to identify with the victims.
A young German psychiatrist of much lower rank, Dr. Thea
Lang, made a serious allempt to stem the whole program. He was
at that time in Germany and later hecame chief physician of the
institution Herisau in Switzerland. On January 20, 1941, he obtained an interview with Dr. M. H. Goering at the German Institute for Psyehological Researeh and Psychotherapy. His plan
was to get Dr. Goering to 'sign a declaration against the extermination of mental patients. When he tried to tell Dr. Goering the whole
story of the program, whieh at that time had heen going on for
more Ulan a year, he found that Dr. Goering knew all ahout it
and eonfirmed its truth.· However, he refused to sign the declaration, and so nothing came of this demarche.
In taking this steI>-and for this reason his name should not be
forgotten-Dr. Lang showed extraordinary courage. In going to
Dr. Goering, he knew that he was approaching the very seats of
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Nazi, power, both political and psychiatric. Dr. Goering was a
cousin of Marshal Hermann Goering, with whom he was in personal contact. And his close collaborator and coeditor on the
Nazi-coordinated Jourrwl for Psychotherapy for several years was
Dr. C. G. Jung. Dr. Jung, in the words of the then State Secretary
for Health, Dr. Conti, "represented German psychiatry under the
Nazis." So Dr. Lang could not reach any higher with his plea for
mercy and decency.
In addition to the professors of psychiatry, the experts included
directors of large and well-known state hospitals from different
parts of Germany, like Buch, near Berlin, and Eglfing, near
Munich. They were also busy making the deaUl crosses on the
questionnaires and helping in other ways. These experts were not
new appointees of the Nazi regime, but had had long and honorable careers. They were by no means products of Nazism, but were
parallel phenomena. Their thinking was similar: the attacking of a
social problem, by violence. However well disguised by highsounding terms like "eugenics" and "euthanasia," the problem was
essentially economic and sociopolitical, namely, the cost of care for
the temporarily "unproductive" and the prosperity and glory of the
nation.
It is important to keep in mind that among those in responsible
positions and most actively engaged in the killing were psychiatrists of ability. For example, Dr. Valentin FalUlauser, director of
a state hospital, was sentenced to three years in prisoo for practices that cootributed to the death of three huodred hospital inmates. He was coauthor of an important book Home Care in
Psychiatry and Allied Fields, which contains ideas whieh are still
of great actuality for current eommunity psychiatry.
The special agency for child "euthanasia," the Reich Commission for the Scientific Registration of Hereditary and Constitutional Severe Disorders, had as its most prominent expert Dr.
Werner Cate!, who was subsequenUy professor of pediatrics at the
University of Kiel until the sixties. This was a commission of
experts, psychiatric and pediatric, that decided-enlircly on its
own-which children should be killed as being mentally below par
or handicapped or physically malformed. Dr. Calcl still defends
and advocales his type of "euthanasia" today-for inslance, in his
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book BDrderlille SitllaiiDIlS Dt Lite (1962). It is a noteworthy fact
for the recognition of the violence content of a democratic society
that the head of a child-killing organization with thousands of victims should become the professor of pediatrics and head of a
pediatric clinic at a renowned university.
The children slated {or death were sent to special "children's
divisions." first Goerden. then Eichberg, Idstein, Steinhof (near
Vienna). and Eglfing. They were killed mostly by increasing doses
of Luminal or other drugs either spann-fed as medicine or mixed
with their food. Their dying lasted for days. sometimes for weeks.
In actual practice, the indications for killing eventually hecame
wider and wider. Included were children who had "badly modeled
ears," who were bcd wellers, or who were perfectly healthy but
designated as "difficult to educate." The children coming under
the authority of the Reicb Commission were originally mostly infants. The age was then increased from three years to seventeen
years. Later, in 1944 and 1945. the work of the commission also
included adults.
A furtller method of "child euthanasia" was deliberately and
literally starving children to death in the "children's divisions." This
bappened to very many children. In most instances, these deaths
were recorded as normal or natural deaths. But many people knew
about the fact itsclf. As early as autumn 1939, a studcot of psychology, later a public-school teacher, Ludwig Lehner, was permilled with otller visitors to go tI.rough the state hospital EglfingHaar. He went there us part of his studies in psychology. In the
children's ward were some twenty-five half-starved children ranging in age from one to five years. The director of the institution,
Dr. PfannmueUer, explained the routine. We don't do it, he said,
with poisons or injections. "Our melhod is much simpler and more
natural." With these words. the fat and smiling doctor lifted an
emaciated, whimpering child from his little bed, holding him up
like a dead rabbil. He went on to explain that food is not withdrawn all at once, but the rations are gradually decreased. "With
this child," he added, "it will take another two or three days."
Surely this is a scene worse than Dante. But the punishment was
anything but Dantesque. In 1948. Dr. Pfannmueller was specifically
charged in court with having ordered the killing of at least 120
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children and' having killed some himseU. It was testified that he
had personally killed some of the children with injections. He was
sentenced to six years in jail, of which he served two years. That
makes about six days per killed child.
How great the professional moral confusion can hecome is evident from this sidelight. Professor Julius Hallervorden, a wellknown neuropathologist, after whom a special brain disease is
named (Hallervorden-Spatz disease), asked the central office of the
program to send bim the brains of "euthanasia" victims for his
microscopic studies. While the victims were still alive. lie gave
instructions about bow the brains should be removed, preserved,
and shipped to bim. Altogether h" got from the psychiatric death
institutions no less than six hundred brains of adults and cbildren.
It evidently did not occur to him. or to anybody else, that this of
course involved him seriously in the whole proceeding. An American professor of psychiatry at a weU-known medical SChool told a
national magazine that there was no ethical problem involved bere
and that Dr. Hallervorden "merely took advantage of an opportunity."
By the middle of 1941, at least four of the death hospitals in
Germany and Austria not only killed patients but became regular
murder scbools: Grafeneck, in Brandenburg; Hadamar, near Limburg; Sonnenstein. in Saxony; and Hartheim. near Linz. They gave
a comprehensive course in lethal institutional psychiatry. Personnel
were trained in tile methods of assembly-line killing. They were
taught the mass-killing techniques, "gassing," cremation. and so
on. It was caUed basic training in "mercy kiUing." The "material"
for all this traiaing was mental hospital patients. On them the
methods were tried out and tesled before they were applied Jater
to Jewish nnd other civilian populations of the occupied countries.
Technical experience first gained with killing psychiatric patients
was utilized later for the destruction of millions. Tbe psychiatric
murders came first. It is a revealing detail that a man named
Gomerski, who was engaged in mass killing in the death camps of
Sobibor and Treblinka. was nicknamed the Dnctor because of his

"euthanasia" training in the psychiatric hospital Hadamar.

The method of taking out gold fiUings and gold teeth from victims was first tried. worked out, and routinely used on the mental-

.,

•
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hospital patients killed. Only after that was it practiced on conccntration-camp inmates. The patients had to open their mouths
and a number was stamped on their chests. From this number the
personnel knew which patients had gold teeth, so that they could
be removed later. The first human-derived ingots of gold for the
Reichsbank were made from the gold from the mouths of these
mental patients. According to sworn tcstimony, scveral grams of
gold meant several thousand people killed. In Berlin there was a
special omce, the Central Accounting Ollice, to keep track of the
proceeds from killed mental patients. How to takc gold teeth from
the dead was taught as a special skill. For example, in the institution Hadamar, a man named Loeding had learned this "breaking of teeth," as it was called. Later hc was transferred for this
purpose to the institution Eichberg. All this was done in the name
of cuthanasia. Later it was applied to millions of people.
Toward the end of 1941 the gas chambers in the death institutions were dismantled, transported to the east, and there freshly
erected for their new tasks in concentration camps. Meanwhile the
killing of mental patients went on with otller metllOds, with injections, for instance. "Only" a few thousand were now being killed
each month.
Somc of the same psychiatrists who selected patients in hospitals went to concentration camps and selected death candidates
there. Himmler had the idea of having the inmates of these camps
examined "to comb out" those to be eliminated. He needed suitable physicians. So the central bureau of the "euthanasia" program
supplied him with "experienced psychiatrists." In practice, this
worked out as follows. In 1941 a commission of five went to the
conccntration camp Dachau to select prisoners to be transferred to
Mauthausen to be killed. All five men were psychiatrists, and their
chief waS a professor of psychiatry of the University of Berlin. As
they sat at tables put up between two barracks, the inmates had
to file past while the doctors looked at their records. The criteria
for selcction were set by two chief experts in psychiatrY. They
consistcd in (a) ability to work and (b) political reports. Several
hundred of the so-selected prisoncrs were sent to Mauthausen and
destroyed there.
The director of tlle state hospital Eichberg, Dr. Fritz Mennecke,
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who went to concentration camps as expert to select death candidates, was asked in court about the two types of cases he had
judged interchangeably, the mental patients on medical grounds
and the camp prisoners on political grounds. "One connot separate

tllem," he answered. "They were not subdivided aod neatly separated from each other."

The typical case of Dr. Adolf Wahlmano, psychiatrist at the
state hospital Hadamar, shows how easy the change was for some
psychiatrists from killing mental patients to killing foreign civilians.
He was not a Nazi and not a sadist. He had had a good medical
education in the universities of Giessco, Marburg. Erlangen, and
Kiel and had worked for years In responsible psychiatric posts in
dilTerent institutions. In the Hadarnar institution, thousands of
mental patients were killed. In 1944 shipments of Polish aod
Russian men, women, and children from other institutions and
work camps in occupied territories were sent to Hadamar. They
were killed by letllal injections which he prescribed, exactly as he
had done before with mental patients.
There is a persistent myth about the whole "euthanasia" project
which serves to ease the conscience of the civilized world. It is
entirely false. According to this myth, Hitler stopped the program
after about a year (when "only" some 70,000 patients had been
killed) because of protests and pressure from the churches and
the public. The "euthanasia" killing was no/ stopped. It went on
until 1945, to the end of the Hitler regimc--and in some places,
e.g., Bavaria, even a few days longer. There is no evidence that

it was stopped; all the evidence is that it continued. It did not
end; it merely changed its outer form. It did not even get less
cruel but in many cases was more cruel. The killing was not done
as before, in the form of conspicuous big actions, but was carried
out in n more cautious form and at a slower pace. From 1941 on,

instead of the gas chambers (which had been transferred), other
methods were used. Without any formal procedure and without·
any norm, it was carried out by individual institutions and individual doctors. They selecled, decided, and acled. The end effect
was the same. The methods employed were deliberate withdrawal
of food, poisoning, or in many cases a combination of both. The
poisoning was done by injections of overdoses of drugs. Patients
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screaming from bUDger were nDt UDUSUal. If it gDt tDO bad, tbey
were given injections whicb quieted them, made them apathetic,
or killed them. This was called euthanasia too. "Euthanasia" by
starvation. Sueb methods bad the advantage of more discretion:
patients who were destroyed in this way could be more easily
counted as "natural dealbs." It was the occupation by tbe Allied
armies both in lbe north and in the south wbicb freed the remaining patients from the psychiatrists.
Examples of continued general "mercy killings" after their
alleged end in the summer of 1941 exist for every year thereafter,
until 1945. At the end of 1942, at a conference of state officials
and the directors of state hospitals, there was a discussion of the
"excellent" method of making the "useless eaters" (I.e., patients)
die by "slow starvation." A hospital employee bas reported that
in 1940 she worked in one of the death-dealing hospitals; then she
was transferred to another, where the patients were not killed with
gas but with injections and overdoses of drugs; sbe worked there
until 1943; she was sent to a third hospital, where the aame procedures were used unIii the overtbrow of the regime in 1945.
The chief male nurse of one mental hospital described tbe progression. In 1940 the program started wbeD meDtal patieDts were
gassed to death aDd theD burned. ID 1941 the gassing was discontiDued. Beginning in 1942 the patients were killed with lethal
doses of morphine, scopOlamine, VeroDaI, and chloral. In 1944
foreign slave laborers from the camp were also admitted to the
hospilal aDd killed in the same way. Tbis accouDt is entirely uncODtested testimony aDd is typical for the wbole project. In 1944
patieDts were still being transported from their bospitals to "special
iDstitutions" (to be killed) UDder the pretext tbat it was a regular
routine transfer from one bospital to another.
W.ith respect to childreD, lbe legeDd of the 1941 ending of
"mercy dealllS" docs not bave even a semblance of truth. Tbe
child-killing agency functioDed opeDly aDd efficieDtly till the collapse of the regime iD 1945. Nobody bas claimed tbat it eDded before. Under its auspices, ll,e mass murder of cbildren continued
routinely all over Germany and Austria. In Vienna, for examplethe golden Viennese heart notwithstaDding-childreD were killed
iii the children's division of lbe famous institution Steinhof and the
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municipal cbildren's institution Spiegelgrund until tbe eDd of the
war. Professor I. A. Caruso, now well known for hia book
Existential Psychology, who as a young psycbologist witnessed some
of thia himself, says of the Reicb Commission that its "murderous
activity" was umassive. It was also, as one writer put it, unbelievably cruel.
As for lbe Hiller "order" for the alleged termination of the
project, no document' existed, not even a private note as at the
outset of the "action." What happened was that in the late summer
of 1941 in his General Headquarters, in a conversation with his
pbysician, Dr. Karl Brandt, Hitler asked for the "provisional cessation of the euthanasia action on a large scale." This was purely
verbal and was not written. It was an organizational cbange. It
was clearly foresbadowed in a previous statement by Gestapo cbief
Hiriunler that there were "faults in the practical procedures." (The
killing with the gas installations was too conspicuous.) Soon after
Hitler's talk with Dr. Brandt, the cbief expert, Professor Heyde,
made it very plain in a written communication that the cbange was
merely a "tecbnical matter." Indeed, the gas cbambers were moved,
but the killing in the mental' institutions in Germany continued
with other methods.
As for the resistance of the cburches, the fact that the killing
did continue sbows that it was not so strong or so persisteDt as to
be elIective. It was not enougb. Dr. Karl Brandt stated that it was
Hitler's opinion (wbich proved rigbt) that resistance to the "euthanasia" killings on ti,e part of the churcbes would under the circumstances not playa great role. Tbe elIorts were sporadic, isolated,
and fragmentary. At certain levels the attitude was for a long time
so passive and ambiguous tbat a top bureaucrat in the mercy killings, Hans Hefelmann, could state truthfully in court in Limburg
that it bad been bis understanding that the cburch "was willing
to tolerate sucb killings [at the time) under certain conditioDs."
What clergymen did was sixfold. They first protested about the
transfer and eventual killing of patients in institutions under tbeir
jurisdiction. Tbey wrote to the government and submitted evidence.
Tbey protested against the project from the pulpit. In some, but
tI

DOt

aU, institutions where religious sisters worked as nurses, the

clergy made ti,e furtber work of the sisters dependent on the as-
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suranee that they did not have to "participate" in any way in any
part of the project. They reported iostanees to local juridical
authorities as punishable crimes. (This was of no effect, because
all complaints relating to the "action" were forwarded to Berlin
and disregarded.) FiDally we know of at least one occasioD when
a prominent clergyman achieved a long personal interview with
one of the officials of the program and pleaded with him. A highly
respected pastor, Fritz von Bodelsehwingh, the chief of the Bethel
institutioD, invited Dr. Karl Brandt to visit Bethel. Dr. Brandt
accepted and the two men conferred for three hours.
I! was a memorable event. Dr. Karl Brandt was a complex personality. He knew Dr. Albert Schweitzer well, was impressed with
his theory of "reverence for life" and iDterested iD his philanthropic
work. As a young doctor he had planned to work with him as an
assistant in Lambarene iD Africa. The only reaSOD why that did
not come about was that Brandt was born in Alsace and the French
would have called him up iD Lambarene for military service. We
can speculate that his whole career might have beeD differeDt-iD
fact, might have taken just the opposite direction-if social preparation for war and violence had not prevented it. From what Pastor
Bodelschwingh related later of their talk, Dr. BraDdt tried to ex-

plain that the "euthanasia" project was necessary to save the

nation. BodelschwiDgh's position was that nobody has the right to
be iDhuman to his fellowmen. I! seems that as a result of this discussioD the liquidatioD of the "not worthy to live" inmates of
Bethel was at least postponed and it may have helped many to
escape this fate.
On March 8, 194r, the Catholic bishop ClemeDs von GaieD of
Miinster, iD Westphalia, spoke from the pulpit against the "euthanasia nction. He said: uThese unfortunate patients must die because according to the judgment of some doctor or the expert
opinion of some commission they have become 'UDWOrthy to live'
and because according to these experts they belong to the category
of 'unproductive' citizens. Who, theD, from now on could still have
cODfidence iD a physician?" This sermon helped to inform the public furtber but it had no lasting elIeet. For it was only a one-shot
cODdemnatioD, not followed up by the bishop, not reinforced by
higher dignitaries of the church, aDd not backed by Rome. (VOD
lJ
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Galen died a Cardinal in 1946.) The forces of destruction and
propaganda had become so entreDched that tlle public could no
longer do anything about it anyhow.
Why, then, in 194 I was the program changed in methods, speed,
and cODspicuousness? From the historical context of events and
opinions, it is abundantly clear why Hitler interfered. He was
concerned, and rightly so, with military morale. Would the spirit
of the troops hold out to sec tl,e war through? I! was late summer
of 1941. Soldiers were learning that at home Germans were killing
Germans. They were afraid that the wounded with head injuries
would be sent to tlle, gas chambers-and this might well happen
to them. So the gas chambers were conspicuously dismantled.
Moreover, goiog home on leave they might find that a grandparent
or other aged relative had disappeared. Morale became alIected,
so it was more or less officially given out that the program was
stopped. In reality it continued, but less blatantly thaD before.
In June, 1945, the American Military Government, through its
Public Health and Security officers, investigated the psychiatric
institution Eglfing-Haar, on the outskirts of Munich. In this hospital, some

300

children, from six months to sixteen years old, and

about 2,000 adult patients had been killed on a thoroughly organized basis. This went on until the American occupation. Some
of the adult patients had not been killed iD the place itself but had
been sent to an institution at Linz for killing ond cremation. There

were, at the very minimum, thirty such hospitals in Germany with
"special departments" for destroying patients.
In Eglling-Haar, which had had an excellent reputation as a
psychiatric bospital, there was a children's division with a capacity
of about 150 children called the Ki"der"a"•. This divisioD had a
"special department" with twenty-live beds and cribs for the children about to be exterminated. In June, 1945, it was still occupied
by twenty children. They were saved by the AmericaD Army. In
the chiidreD's "special department" there was a small room. I!
was bare except for a small white-tiled table. At the window was
a geranium plant whieh was always carefully watered. Four or
live times a month a psychiatrist and a nurse took a child to this
little room. A little while later they came out, alone.
The killing of childreD was carried out by different methods.
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One was overdoses of Luminal given either by injection nr as a
powder sprinkled nver food. Another method was· injection of a
drug called modiscope, a combination of morphine, dionine, and
scopolamine. Some children were given iodine injections with the
result that they died in convulsions. Among the victims were retarded children who could have been taught aDd have led welladjusted lives. Some were emotionally disturbed children who
could not play well with other childreD and were regarded as
"antisocial." The brains of the murdered children were sent to a
psychiatric research institutioD for scientific microscopic studies.
The killing of adults was done almost entirely by deliberate
starvation. TI,e patients were giveD oDly vegetables aDd water
uDtil tbey died. They Dever got bread or meat or anythiDg else.
In this "special departmeDt," UDtiI the AmericaD Military Government took over, DO patieDt got aDY treatment whatsoever, meDtal
or physical. If be cut himself, he was DOt bandaged and was allowed
to blccd. The selectioD of the patieDts to be put into this "special
department" was largely in the haDds of the staff psychiatrists and
was a matter of routine. One criterion for selection was the leDgUl
of stay in U,e institution. The whole procedure was known to all.
Ule hospital personnel.
We are still in the postvioJeDce phase of the "euthaDasia"
murders. That is perhaps ODe of the darkest spols of the story.
For the whole actioD has beeD minimized aDd left in a cloud of
obfuscation, concealment, and social forgetfulness. We read about
errors where there really was precision, about excesses where there
were regular procedures, about dictates where there was all too
ready compliance, about "misunderstood humaneness 'l where Ulcre

was routine inhumanity. This happens DOt nnly in popular literature, but also in U,e writings nf leading professional meD.
To some extent, the courts have contributed to the confusion,

which in ils tum breeds indifference. For what were ideotical nr
very similar crimes, the sentences were of the greatest imaginable
variety. A very few of UlDse involved were sentenced to death and
either executed or given death sentences which were commuted to
life imprisonment and then reduced further; many were pardoned;

in a number of cases, the courts decided that there was no case
and no occasion for a trial; maDY were acquitted or received rela-
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tively short jail sentences; most remained eDtirely unmolested by
the law aDd cODtiDued their professional or academic careers.
ID some instances, the courts' have made general statemeDlB
about the project which teDd to miDimize its wroDgfulDess. For
example, a court iD Munich decided that "the exterminatioD of
meDtal patients was Dot murder, but manslaughter." In this summary form, which has beeD quoted in Dewspapers and magazines,
the statement might give some people the dangerous idea that
killing ODe person may be murder, but killiDg maDY is just manslaughter.
The reasons the courts have giveD for lenieDcy or acquittal are
revealiDg:
A court in Cologne, in acquitting ODe of the physicians, spoke of
the victims, the patients, as ubumed-out human husks. fI In another
court opinion, the patieDts are called "poor, miserable creatures."
The director of a psychiatric hospital which served as an "iDtermediate institutioD" had accepted patieDts and theD seDt them on
to death institutions with fulI knnwledge of their eventual falc.
The court gave as one reason for his acquittal that his role "does
DOt represent an acceleration of the process of destructioD, but
a delay, and therefore a gain of time [for the patieDts]."
The director of a state hospital was acquitted aD the grouDd
that the maDY patieDts in whose death he was instrumeDtal would
have perished anyhow.
In a number of cases, the courts acted as if to kill or DOt to
kill was a metaphysical question, like "to be or not to be." They
quote the uethics of Plato nnd Seneca" or speak of a "tragic eooIIict of duties" (acquittal in both cases).
Classic is the judgmeDt of a Frankfurt court about a psychiatrist
who DOt only killed many patients-adults and childreD-perSODally, but also watched their death agoDies U,roUgh the peep
window of the gas chambers. "We deal," said the court, "with
a cerlain human weakness which does DOt as yet deserve moral
condemnation."
In the same way, in U,e case of a pediatric clinic iD Hamburg
where many children were deliberately killed ruthlessly, a medical
organizatioD proclaimed that the "actioDs of the inculpated female
aDd male physicians in the years from 1941 to 1943 under the
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circumstanccs obtaining at that time did not represent any serious
monu transgressions." And a medical journal stated that no professional action was indicated (such as depriving the physicians
of their right to practice or to work in hospitals) because after the
murders "their work in their profession was beyond reproach.
There has been-and still ,is-a great reluctance to face the
whole "euthanasia" project as what it really was. We are concerned
that the truth may damage the image of psychiatry (and pediatrics).
But is not the substance more important than the image? A successful effort has been made to hush the whole thing up, in a
cloud of silence, distortion, abstract speculations about life and
death, irrelevant discussions of the duties of the doctor, and
wholly irrelevant misuse of the term "euthanasia." In a recent book
by a physician, Professor de Crinis is praised as a "courageous
and energetic physician." The hook Eutlranasia and Destruction of
Life Devoid 0/ Value (1965), hy the present professor of forensic
and social psychiatry at the University of Marburg, speaks of the
"comparatively few [sic] mental patients" killed. (This book is
highly recommended io a recent numher of an American psychiatric
journaL)
In 1950 the tIlen director of the state hospital Bernburg wrote
an artiele in a scientific psychiatric journal in celebration of the
scventy-fifth anniversary of that institution's beginning. In Bernburg more than 60,000 people had been murdered, the psychiatric
director during that time having been a willing tool of the "euthanasia" project. The anniversary article speaks three times of the
Ureputation of the institution" 8S if that were the main point
and calls the period of the mass killing an "episode and a step
backwards" comparabl~ to the (unavoidable) disruption of the
service in the First World War.
This is violence unresolved. The psychiatric profession, to tIle
limited extent that it has spoken at all, claims that the "euthanasia"
murders were "ordered" by the Nazis. The record shows that is
not true. But even supposing it were true, can we accept the position that if n political party "orders" the psychiatric profession to
murder most of its patients, it is justified in doing so?
A recent trial in Munich throws light on several aspects of both
the action phase and the poslviolence phase of the "euthanasia"
It
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murders. What was established there was entirely typicaI. Tried
for participation in murder were fourteen nurses of the psychiatric
state hospital Obrawalde-Meserilz in which at least 8,000 mental
patients (including children) were killed. This killing went on
until 1945. The nurses gave lethal doses of drugs to the patients.
The staff psychiatrists, male and female, selected the patients who
were to be killed, prescribed the letIlal doses, and ordered the killing. Once, in the beginning, when a nurse refused to give a
deadly dose of Veronal (barbital) to a woman patient, the female
chief psychiatrist gave her a "big bawling out." The defense of
the nurses was that "we had to bow to the orders of the physicians."
Routinely two or three patients were killed every day; in 1945
the number was increased to four a day. On the weekends there was
no killing; it was a mailer of "never on Sunday." After the end
of the Nazi regime, most of the fourteen nurses continued in their
regular professional work in hospitals as before. Three were working as nurses in hospitals at the time of the trial. All fourteen were
acquilled. It was a triumph for the Goddess of Violence.
We are not dealing here with just the behavior of individual
practitioners or professors or with just an accident in the practice
of a science. What confront us are crucial problems in the relation
of science and medicine to society and politics, of the value of
human life versus natinnal and social policy. We can learn what
Dr. Richard Madden, a physician and social bistorian of "fanaticisms," wrote a hundred years ago, that behind all the veneer
there is still "a great deal of savagery in the heart's core of
civilization. n

